Report to the Board of Adjustment
Prepared by the Maricopa County Planning and Development Department
Case:

BA2019021 – Howard Property

Hearing Date:

May 23, 2019

Supervisor District:
2
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Applicant/Owner:

Danny and Jenell Howard

Request:

Variance to the development standard of the Maricopa Zoning
Ordinance to permit:
1)

Proposed side setback of 7’ (north property line) where 30’ is the
minimum permitted per MCZO Article 503.4.2

Site Location:

APN 211-44-072C @ 29611 N. Cave Creek Rd. – 56th St. & Dixileta
Rd., in the Cave Creek area

Site Size:

45,375 sq. ft.

Current Use / Zoning:

Vacant / Rural-43

Open Violation:

No Violation on property

Citizen
Support/Opposition:

No known opposition

Findings:

☒ The request fails to meet the statutory test for variance approval
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Background:
1.

September 6, 2018: The owners applied for a building permit (B201808236) to construct a
single-family residence on the subject parcel.

2.

January 24, 2019: The current owners took possession of the subject property via a Warranty
Deed recorded with docket 20190052907.

3.

April 22, 2019: The owners submitted an application for the subject variance request.

Reviewing Agencies Comments:
4.

Engineering (Transportation, Drainage, and Flood Control): No objection to the request,
see attached memo dated April 29, 2019.

5.

Environmental Services Department (MCESD): No objection to the request, see attached
memo dated April 25, 2019.

Existing On-Site and Surrounding Zoning/Land Use:
6.

On-site:
North:
South:
East:
West:

Rural-43 / Vacant
Rural-43 / Single-family residence
Rural-43 / Single-family residence
Rural-43 / Single-family residence
56th Street then City of Phoenix / Single-family residence

Site Analysis:
7.

The subject site is located in the northeastern portion of the County, with the City of
Phoenix immediately to the west and the City of Scottsdale just over a mile to the east.
The immediate area is zoned Rural-43 (County) with a varied mix of zoning districts in the
surrounding incorporated areas. A number of properties in the general area are subject
to the Small Tract Act with patent easements reserving right-of-way over the landowner’s
property. Most of the general area around the subject site has been developed by lot
splitting. There are a number of older 1970s and 1980s homes in the area on larger 2 - 5
acre lots. There are also newer homes in the general area and most of the properties
have multiple outbuildings.

8.

The subject site is a rectangular lot that fronts onto 56th Street, a section line road requiring
a 65’ right of way from centerline, which has been dedicated. A 33’ wide patent
easement lies within the southern portion of the property, making this a ‘corner’ lot. The
applicant apparently looked into having the patent easement abandoned and
indicated it would be time consuming and costly. There is also a fairly well defined wash
that runs across the southern portion of the property that encompasses the patent
easement. Since the location of the wash roughly coincides with the total required
setback from the south, the elimination of the patent easement would solve one issue,
but the influence of the wash would remain. Site terrain is somewhat uneven, but
essentially level. The property contains natural vegetation typical of the Upper Sonoran.
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Aerial photo of subject site

9.

The applicant proposes to construct a 3,562 S.F. residence in the northern portion of the
lot to be 7’ from the north property line. The applicant had initially proposed positioning
the residence in more or less the center of the property; however, since adjusted the
placement after discovering the patent easement to the south. In considering the
request, staff recognizes the presence of the wash and patent easement to the south;
however, there appears to be a viable alternative to the request in that the proposed
residence could be rotated ninety degrees to allow it to be placed within the buildable
area, while also being away from the wash. Staff is also concerned with the proposed 7’
setback being very uncharacteristic within a rural-residential zoning district.
Proposed site plan
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10.

The following table is included to illustrate and contrast the standards for the underlying
zoning district with those proposed by the owner (Note: changes to proposed standards
are indicated in bold).
Standard
Front Yard Setback
Rear Yard Setback
Street Side Setback (south)
Side Yard Setback (north)
Maximum Height
Minimum Lot Area
Minimum Lot Width
Lot Coverage

Rural-43
Zoning District
40-feet
40-feet
53-feet*
30-feet
30-feet
43,560-sq. ft.
145-feet
25%

Proposed Standard
80-feet
122-feet
53.17-feet
7-feet
n/a
45,375-sq. ft.
165.14-feet
7.9%

Note: Standards indicated in bold do not meet base zoning standards
* Includes 33’ patent easement

ARS § 11-816.B.2 and MCZO Article 303.2.2 states the Board of Adjustment may, “Allow a
variance from the terms of the ordinance if, owing to peculiar conditions, a strict
interpretation would work an unnecessary hardship and if in granting the variance the
general intent and purposes of the zoning ordinance will be preserved.”
State Statute / County Zoning Ordinance Tests:
11.

Statutory Test -1 Peculiar condition – Discuss and explain what is/are the peculiar
condition facing the property and include reference to the Maricopa County Zoning
Ordinance Regulation or Development Standard to be varied. Explain the proposed use
of the property with the variance request. Identify and explain all peculiar conditions on
your property in regard to the following areas: slope, narrowness, shallowness, irregular
shape, location, washes, vegetation, and easements, etc. Explain how enforcement of
the Zoning Regulation or Development Standard would impose a hardship on the
property.
‘The Zoning Regulations setbacks are: west 40', north 20', south 20' east 40'. There is a
significant wash running down the the length of south side of the property line. There was
a roadway abandonment issued for the southside property in 2007 by our neighbor and
it was added to his property. We believe it was granted to him because of the wash
running down the center of the property line and there was no need for a road as east
neighbored have egress off of 57th St. We have an SFR approved house plan that we are
building on this property. The house is 105'x72' facing west. We are requesting to move
the setback on the north property line to 7' vs the 20' zoning regulation. This would shift
the proposed SFR over 13' north to accommodate the width of the house as we just found
out the south setback went from 20' to 53' due to a patent roadway easement that is
over 80 years old. We thought this was resolved when I provided a recorded roadway
abandonment document #20070433420. Per exhibit (1), we don't see how a roadway
would ever be possible as the houses east of us have egress on 57th St. The neighbor S/E
of us have covered horse stalls on the "roadway" that has been there for many many
years. Secondly, according to FEMA maps, we have a significant wash that runs east to
west on the south property line. Placing a proposed road would be right in the middle of
the wash. If a roadway was to ever be built it would have to be drastically raised and
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would than cause flooding issues for the other adjacent homes that are grandfathered
in at a lower FF height’.
12.

Statutory Test 2 – Unnecessary Hardship – Explain the unnecessary hardship the peculiar
condition on the site create with respect to existing Regulation and Standard of the
Maricopa County Zoning Ordinance. Please discuss and explain that the unnecessary
hardship facing the property is not self-created in the line of title.
‘Placement of the home and septic system have been difficult. We have spent
considerable amounts of money on plans, engineering and permits only to have one
setback after another. We thought we finally had approved plans upon last revision, until
it came to our attention regarding the roadway. The zoning was originally approved
1/22/19. When plans resubmitted for Engineering, that is when the patent easement
came up. To have an abandonment of the easement will cost over $2,000 and 6 months.
This does not include the time after if its approved. We have permits and loans that will
expire and once again cost more money to reinstate. Cost of construction since we
started this have gone up considerably. We hope to avoid any future expenses, and
finally be able to move forward on our retirement home. The wash and the patent
easement have made the property unbuildable along the southside of the property. We
are requesting a variance to move the house to the north in order to achieve building
our retirement home on this property’.

13.

Statutory Test 3 – General Intent and Purpose of the Zoning Ordinance - Discuss and
explain how the granting of the requested variance would not cause a negative impact
on the general intent and purpose of the Zoning Ordinance.
‘This house is comparable with the square footage and values of other homes in the
immediate area. Our drawing as it sits now on the house is setting forward on our property
from our north neighbor's sits to the back of her property. There is a significant distance
separating our homes. We are also building a block wall to separate properties which
gives each all of us more privacy. The three homes surrounding this property were all built
in the 70's. Our new custom home will add much greater value to their properties as well’.

14.

Per MCZO – Evidence of the ability and intention of the applicant to proceed with
construction work within 120 days after variance decision by the Board of Adjustment.
Provide evidence of the ability and intention to proceed with construction work within
120 days (4 months) after Board of Adjustment decision. Discuss if there are building
permit or as-built permit currently filed with Planning and Development Department and
the current review status. Specify the permit number. If no permit have been filed, please
provide a timeline for building permit submittal and projected timeframe for construction.
Conversely, indicate if the variance request is/are not related to a specific development
proposal.
‘We have paid for the building permits, (B201808236) air quality permits, (E190122), Onsite wastewater permit, (OW-18-01265) course of construction Ins, flood insurance and
have a fully funded construction loan. I can start construction the moment the plans are
approved’.
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Findings:
15.

The applicant has the burden of proving that, in accordance with ARS §11-816.B.2 and
MCZO, Art. 303.2.2, the property is entitled to receive a variance. To do so, the applicant
must present evidence that, due to a peculiar condition related to the land, that being
something that is not a common condition of other properties, applying the requirement
of the MCZO as written to this particular property would work an undue hardship on the
property. In addition, the applicant must demonstrate that the granting of the variance
would preserve the general intent and purpose of the MCZO.
Based upon what the applicant has submitted and the staff analysis in this report, staff
offers the following findings:




16.

The applicant has failed to demonstrate that the strict application of the MCZO to the
applicant’s property has caused undue physical hardship that prevents the
development of the property. There are alternatives available to the property, such
as rotating the proposed residence to allow it to fit within the buildable area and/or
reducing the footprint to fit in the same, thus variance is not warranted.
The applicant has failed to demonstrate that the general intent and purpose of the
MCZO will be preserved with the variance in that the proposed 7’ setback would be
out of character for the area and conflicts with the intention of rural-residential zoning.

However, if the Board finds that the applicant has proven entitlement to the variance;
then, the Board must state on the record the basis for that determination with findings
and conclusion in a motion to grant the relief sought.
In such event staff would offer the Board the following Conditions of Approval:
a) General compliance with the site plan stamped received April 22, 2019.
b) Failure to complete necessary construction within one year from the date of
approval, shall negate the Board's approval.
c) Satisfaction of all applicable Maricopa County Zoning Ordinance requirements,
Drainage Regulations, and Building Safety codes.

Presented by:
Reviewed by:

Glenn Bak, Planner
Darren V. Gerard, AICP, Planning Manager

Attachments:

Case Map (1 page)
Application / Supplemental Questionnaire (5 pages)
Site Plan (3 pages)
Engineering Comments (1 page)
MCESD Comments (1 page)
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